
OPENING CREDITS  

The opening credit acknowledges the National Science 
Foundation.

NARRATOR 
N-1: The National Science 
Foundation--supporting research and 
education across all fields of 
science and engineering. The 
National Science Foundation, where 
discoveries begin. 

A.G. Spanos Company and Family Dedication ( to be written and 
filmed with Spanos approval)

An ancient ship under sail. Over it, a title:

Presented by Alex G. Spanos

SPANOS (V.O.)
This film is a tribute to all those 
early Greek explorers whose ideas 
still light our world. 

Archival still photos of the Spanos family.

SPANOS (V.O.)
As a Greek American, I am proud to 
celebrate their spirit, and 
achievements. I hope you’ll be 
amazed and inspired by their story -
- and all the wonders of ancient 
Greece.  -- Alex G. Spanos.  

Produced with a Grant from The National Science
Foundation

NARRATOR 
N-2: Hi, I’m Nia Vardalos. In MY 
BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING, I told  you 
about Greek culture and traditions. 
Now I wanna share with you the 
history and archaeology of the 
culture I love so much. 

A Film Produced by MacGillivray Freeman Films
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Narrated by: Nia Vardalos.

FADE OUT.

FADE IN.

DAWN ARRIVES -- TIME LAPSE OF THE TEMPLES AT SOUNION 

AN AERIAL VIEW OF DELOS.

NARRATOR
N-3: Twenty-five hundred years ago, 
our ancestors initiated the most 
radically innovative period in all 
of human history.

Tilt down of columns at Sounion.

An aerial of the amphitheater at Delos.

NARRATOR
N-5: They redefined art, 
literature, medicine and 
philosophy. And created a new kind 
of society based on equality-- a 
democracy. In many ways we are all 
sons and daughters of ancient 
Greece. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-1: I am Greek.  So are you. The 
Greeks were the first to celebrate 
the independent mind, the way you 
do. They shaped what you think is 
good and true and beautiful.  

CG SHOT. ON A BLACK SCREEN. A graceful woman in a flowing 
garment, darts across the black screen in slow-motion as 
lightning crackles and flashes. She carries a torch, and is 
seen between rows of gigantic marble columns, just like those 
at the Parthenon. 

A FINAL EXPLOSION OF LIGHT AS THE MUSIC SWELLS TO PUNCTUATE:

THE MAIN TITLE

GREECE: SECRETS OF THE PAST

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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FADE OUT

FADE IN

SPECTACULAR AERIAL AT MILOS. Music swells and soars.   

A large wave, crashing on a sunny shore, sprays sky high.

UNDERWATER -- A STATUE AWAITS DISCOVERY.

NARRATOR
N-6: All through Greece, secrets of 
this glorious past lie buried, 
awaiting the light of day. 
This is the quest of the 
archaeologist.

A STATUE OF POSEIDON IS DISCOVERED UNDERWATER 

NARRATOR
N-7: After 2000 years, chance 
uncovered the statue of Poseidon, 
god of the sea.  

WHEN THE STATUE IS BROUGHT TOWARD THE SURFACE, CENTURIES OF 
SAND POURS OFF IT. THE STATUE IS RISES UP LIKE SOME ICON OF 
FREEDOM, RISING TOWARD THE SUNLIGHT.

NARRATOR
N-8: As sailors, many Greeks 
revered Poseidon above all other 
gods.

An ancient ship under sail.

NARRATOR 
N-9: In all of the Mediterranean, 
the Greeks were the first ever to 
make seagoing voyages. 10,000 years 
ago, they brought stone tools from 
the islands to the Greek mainland. 
{pause} They became skilled sailors 
because they had to be. They lived 
in a land of two thousand islands.

MAP OF ANCIENT GREECE

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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NARRATOR 
N-10: Strategically located between 
Europe, Asia and Africa, Greece was 
destined for a pivotal role in the 
spread of ideas. 

An aerial at Delos, with lion statues -- the camera rises up 
to reveal the ocean. 

NARRATOR 
N-11: Throughout Greece, 
magnificent stone ruins announce 
the legacy of a mighty 
civilization. But beneath the 
ground, there are whispers of a 
secret world.

NARRATOR 
N-12: As an archaeologist, Christos 
Doumas, has spent a lifetime 
listening for these voices of the 
past.

Sounion - Doumas with kids.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-2: My father was a farmer, too 
poor to own his own land. Just like 
these children, I grew up living 
and breathing the history of my 
country. 

Historical Re-Enactment of 1954: The camera is high over a 
dig scene, looking straight-down.  Long shadows of the 10 
people working in the afternoon sun play against the levels 
of the dig,  each marked in string quadrants.  The area is 
about 40 feet square.  Workers move about and enter and exit 
a canvas tent room 6' by 10'. A cistern of the 5th century 
B.C.  The camera booms down to reveal young Christos Doumas. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-3 & 4: My most thrilling moment 
was not my greatest find. I was 
only 22. I discovered a scrap of 
broken pottery that somebody had 
inscribed twenty-five hundred years 
ago. I knew right then I had to 
devote my life to this kind of 
detective work.  

ClOSE-UP the shard, as a hand brushes away dust to reveal the 
name.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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Aerial shot approaching the excavated city of Thera, in late 
afternoon light.

ARCHIVAL SHOT - 35mm LIVE ACTION of MARINATOS.

Archival footage of Marinatos at dig site.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-5: The great adventure of my life 
began fifteen years later. On the 
island of Santorini, near the 
ancient town of Thira, my professor 
found traces of a Bronze Age city. 
But the people there left no 
written language we can understand, 
so we know only what their objects 
tell us. Dr.Spyridan Marinatos had 
found evidence that would open the 
door to a lost world. And he asked 
me to join him.

Archival footage of Marinatos at the Akrotiri dig site, circa 
1967.

TITLE CARD:

SANTORINI ISLAND

1700 B.C.

THE BRONZE AGE 

FADE OUT

FADE IN
The aerial camera starts high and out-to-sea, viewing from a 
distance the white-washed houses and sheer cliffs of the 
island of Santorini. Then the camera moves into a beautiful 
scene of the town of Ia, perched precariously on the steep 
sides of the caldera leading to the sea below. As we look 
down on the many balconies, we clearly see a cross-section of 

NARRATOR 
N-14: Many Bronze Age sites have 
been trampled by time. 

NARRATOR
But not here, where the gigantic 
volcanic eruption which destroyed 
the culture also preserved it. 

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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life going on there -- people cooking and doing laundry. 

Satellite view of Santorini

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-7: On Santorini today, you can 
feel the pulse of life. So it's not 
too hard to imagine what this 
island was like 35 centuries ago, 
before life was suddenly snuffed 
out.

NARRATOR
N-15: The shape of the island, 
surrounding a huge volcanic crater, 
has prompted some archaeologists to 
look here for the lost city of 
Atlantis, the fabled city Plato 
wrote about.

High Altitude Aerial of Santorini.

NARRATOR
N-16: Plato described Atlantis as 
an island city surrounded by a ring 
of land, much like Santorini. Could 
Santorini be Atlantis?

A BEAUTIFUL HIGH ALTITUDE AERIAL VIEW OVER SANTORINI 
featuring the sweeping arc of the volcanic caldron, where the 
arc of the caldera bears witness to its violent origins. 

DOUMAS (V.O)
D-8: To me, Atlantis is no more 
than a fascinating myth. But what 
we were about to find was even more 
intriguing...

AERIAL SHOT, flying over the ISLAND. Volcanic ash blankets 
the island.

AKROTIRI DIG SITE -- DOLLY AMONG EXCAVATED WALLS.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-10: When we dug down and brushed 
away the ash, we found thousands of 
everyday items -- tools, and clay 
pots containing remnants of barley, 
fish and snails. (pause) This find 
could transform our knowledge of 
Bronze Age Greece.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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DOLLY SHOT -- Close-up scenes of the AMPHORA at the ruins at 
Akrotiri.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-9: Now, I knew why Professor 
Marinatos was so excited. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-11 & D-12: Many of the walls were 
painted with murals, but there was 
one problem. (pause) The wall 
paintings were smashed to pieces.                           

The Excavation Team carries trays containing the shattered 
wall paintings. They walk up a dirt walkway toward a large 
workroom.

INT DAY - ARCHAEOLOGY WORK ROOM

On the large worktable, the wall painting is partially 
reconstructed but most of it is still in scattered pieces. 
Irene and Fragoula work on a fresco. Behind them, another 
wall painting on a nearby table which is also partially 
assembled. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-14: They survived only because 
the site was covered in a shield of 
pumice, which is rather like 
popcorn.

Another angle of Irene and Fragoula, from above.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-16: Piecing the paintings 
together is like getting to know 
someone but one day you realize 
this is now somebody you wonder 
about, and care about -- a new 
friend. Until now, no one had ever 
seen such an expressive face from 
Bronze Age Greece.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-15: People from the past speak to 
us, provided we are ready to 
listen. 

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-17: The paintings opened a 
wonderful window onto the lives of 
some gentle, artistic people.

CLOSE-UP OF A WOMAN’S FACE, PAINTED ON PLASTER. Hands 
carefully assemble the pieces, making her face recognizable 
for the first time.

WORK ROOM. Doumas supervises and consults with Irene and 
Fragoula. The camera booms up and looks down on them from 
above.

WORK ROOM -- Wide shot. A dozen or so grad students gather 
around table with Doumas.

Wall painting of a woman 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-18: Who was this elegant woman? 
She picks crocus flowers, which 
yield the coveted spice, saffron. 

Shot of sorting seeds under microscope. Dolly in.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-19: We carefully catalogue the 
seeds found here -- seeds which 
tell us what the ancient people 
ate, and even how far they 
travelled to get it.  

Wall painting of boy with bowl or chalice.

An ocean sunset. Aerial.

Underwater scene -- a large school of fish.

A wall painting SHOWING A YOUNG MAN WITH A STRING OF FISH.

UNDERWATER LIVE ACTION. ANOTHER LARGE SCHOOL OF FISH.

NARRATOR 
N-18: The sea was central to this 
island culture, yet their boats 
were a mystery. The only clues came 
from small ring seals, which 
offered no details. 

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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DOUMAS (V.O.) 
D-22: In fact, we knew almost 
nothing about Bronze Age ships-- 
until the flotilla painting was 
assembled.

AN ANCIENT BRONZE AGE SEAL, WITH A CRUDE DEPICTION OF A SHIP.

CLOSER SHOT -- THE FLOTILLA wall painting, showing boats, 
sailors and dolphins.

DOLPHINS leap and cavort, skimming along right in front of 
us, as we as we charge across the sea. 

CLOSER SHOT ON THE FLOTILLA FRESCO.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-22: We were amazed to see such 
large ships. For the first time, we 
could see details of their sails 
and rigging. This painting 
broadened our knowledge tenfold.

INT. BRONZE AGE ARTIST’S STUDIO

Mural painter works. We see his model posing, a young woman 
whose dress exactly matches that in the partially finished 
mural. 

Wall paintings.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-24: We found no palace on 
Santorini -- only comfortable 
houses. The people had leisure time 
to pursue the arts, and sports, ... 

A FRESCO SHOWING TWO TEENAGE YOUTHS BOXING.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
... like boxing. Now that we had 
come to know the people through the 
paintings, we were really curious. 
What was their fate, when the 
volcano erupted? 

A dolly shot through the ruins of Akrotiri.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-25: When we removed the volcanic 
material, we found nobody, no 
victims and it is a surprise. What 
happened? Because nobody could have 
survived such a disaster. 

Shots of gasses steaming out of lava beds.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
Poisonous gases accompanied the 
eruption, and people would have 
died, instantly -- just as they did 
at Pompeii.

Close-up of red molten lava, seen through a hole in the 
volcanic crust.

Close-up of hot molten lava.

AERIAL FLY IN TOWARD Georges’ HOUSE 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-26: Where were the people? To 
unravel the mystery, we had to 
understand the volcanic eruption 
that buried their homes. For that, 
I turned to my friend, with a long 
name, the volcanologist, Dr. 
“Yorgos” Vougioukalakis. I call him 
Georges. 

Then, in a separate scene, a young, athletic-looking man 
exits the closest house and climbs onto a parked motorcycle. 
The camera then booms up, continuing all the way into an 
“IMAX close-up” of Georges Vougioukalakis. 

NARRATOR 
George to the rescue. 

The upstairs window of the Vougioukalakis house is flung open 
and his wife half-yells after him as she tosses out a small 
package.

VOUGIOUKALAKIS’ WIFE (SYNC)
Georges!!

Vougioukalakis catches the package thrown by his wife and 
then takes off.  Music kicks in as he roars down the bucolic 
street.  

The aerial camera follows Vougioukalakis on the motorcycle 
past the white-washed homes on Santorini Island, near Ia. 

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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As he passes a white windmill, set amongst the small homes, 
the aerial camera circles around the windmill.                      

VARIOUS MOTORCYCLE SCENES to show Santorini. 

The aerial camera tracks with the rider as he passes over a 
narrow road, which has a vertical wall leading down to the 
sea on each side. As the camera pulls back and the scooter 
gets smaller, we see the harbor at the end of the road. 

AERIAL SCENE -- GROUND PENETRATING RADAR IN USE.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-27: To find the people who may 
have been buried by the ancient 
volcano,

Vougioukalakis, Doumas, and his assistant, Irene, walk across 
the featureless meadow carrying a strange piece of equipment, 
attached with a long cable. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-28: Georges and my assistant, 
Irene, use Ground Penetrating Radar 
to peer down into the soil, as far 
as 60 feet. Someday such tools may 
reveal people who huddled together 
when the eruption occurred.

Doumas and Vougioukalakis, who are crouched over a laptop 
computer which we assume might show colored images of walls 
beneath the earth.        

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-29: In our search, Georges and I 
use the Socratic method -- by 
asking questions of each other.

DOUMAS (SYNC)
Yes, but ah, this is due to what? 
To the composition, or to the 
machine, or to the capacity of the 
machine, or what?

VOUGIOUKALAKIS (SYNC)
OK, I think it’s because there are 
no settlement here.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-31: Was there enough time to 
escape the island in boats? Georges 
said that perhaps the timeline of 
the eruption could help us.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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AERIAL TOWARD CLIFFS

An aerial shot skims across the water toward a tall white 
cliff, where we see clear strata deposited from the eruption. 

NARRATOR
N-19: This cliff, all 100 feet of 
it, was laid down during the 
eruption. To Georges, the cliff is 
a timetable, a diagram showing how 
the eruption unfolded. 

The aerial slows down as it reaches the beach, where we see 
Vougioukalakis, Doumas and Irene, studying the wall of the 
cliff.

NARRATOR 
N-20: By studying the layers of 
debris, Georges can trace the four 
phases of the great eruption.

A tight close-up of Georges’ hand next to the cliff face. 

NARRATOR
N-21: Because the bottom layer was 
just 3 inches thick, Georges knew 
that the first phase lasted only 
about 10 minutes.  

VOUGIOUKALAKIS (O.S.)
You can see this fine yellow wash 
layer, which fell for about 10 
minutes before the big blast began. 

DOUMAS (O.S.)
It’s like mud.

VOUGIOUKALAKIS (O.S.)
Yes, this is a muddy layer.

Close shot showing Georges explaining and Doumas and Irene 
next to the cliff face, listening to Vougioukalakis.

VOUGIOUKALAKIS (SYNC)
And people could survive this 
event. But the big problem began 
after it. 

At a similar location, the strata of rock offers a diagram of 
the explosion and subsequent lava flows. Georges continues to 
explain the strata of the eruption.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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VOUGIOUKALAKIS (V.O.)
V-5: The volcano gave off plenty of 
warning signals, but once the 
second phase began, it turned 
deadly in just minutes. 

AN EXPLOSION ROCKS THE THEATRE.
KA BOOM !!!!!!!! -- A massive explosion rocks the Imax 
theatre, with a flash of light and a whirlwind of computer 
generated flying rocks and debris. It is an exciting but 
relatively brief event. The montage includes:  
CG RENDITIONS SHOWING EXPLOSIONS.

AERIAL SHOT OF THE ASH PLUME EMANATING FROM MONTSERRAT --

LIVE ACTION -- volcanic lava flowing into the ocean in 
Hawaii, amid plumes of steam.

NARRATOR
N-22: The third phase began when 
the volcano’s cone caved in. 
Seawater rushed into this inferno, 
creating a pressure cooker of super-
heated steam which set off a 
massive explosion, with the force 
of forty atomic bombs.

CG SEQUENCE -- A composite of existing stock shots of 
exploding volcanoes. This is an extended sequence with 
violent explosions.

AERIAL SHOT OF THE ASH PLUME EMANATING FROM MONTSERRAT --

AERIAL SHOT ASH AND LAVA ROARING DOWN A MOUNTAINSIDE ON 
MONTSERRAT --

CG SEQUENCE -- Documentary shots of pyroclastic flows are 
made Imax-worthy, by virtue of a CG “surround”.

NARRATOR
Phase four -- raging avalanches of 
rock and debris, known as 
pyroclastic flows. 

BIG WAVES.
                                

VOUGIOUKALAKIS(V.O.)
V-9: Evidence suggests that the 
volcano produced gigantic waves -- 
60 feet high. 

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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{pause} If people escaped by ship 
at the last minute, they never 
could have survived these Tsunamis. 
The thickness of ash has proved 
that this was probably the largest 
volcanic explosion ever witnessed.

AERIAL SHOT == CALM AFTER THE STORM -- ASH AND LAVA NOW 
BLANKETS A MOUNTAINSIDE ON MONTSERRAT

 

LIVE ACTION -- a mountainside in Indonesia, where a volcanic 
eruption has scorched all the trees.

Wide shot of devastated landscape on Montserrat. Steam coming 
out of barren, ashen ground.

SUPERIMPOSED over this scene is the face of the woman in a 
wall painting from Akrotiri.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-32: I wonder about the people -- 
what happened to the woman who was 
picking saffron. 

Aerial shots of the island of Nea Kameni.

NARRATOR 
N-25: Dr. Doumas wondered exactly 
when they lived. 

NARRATOR 
N-71: George thought he could help.

A sailboat approaches the island of Nea Kameni.

NARRATOR
N-26: Georges makes frequent trips 
to study the volcano’s vents. This 
is Georges’ “laboratory.” 

An extended musical sequence shows the new island, in aerial 
splendor, where the landscape is pock-marked like some lunar 
mountain. The team walks up the long slope, toward the 
crater.

NARRATOR 
N-27: Every volcano emits a 
different blend of minerals. 

Aerial shot . A closer angle on the island of Nea Kameni, as 
Vougioukalakis, and others walk uphill.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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Ground level shot, a wider shot of the crater. 
Vougioukalakis, and others prepare to take readings of the 
gases given off by the vent.

NARRATOR 
To pinpoint the exact date of the 
eruption, Georges and other 
geologists identified the distinct 
“mineral fingerprint” of the 
Santorini volcano. {PAUSE} When the 
volcano blew, it was heard 
thousands of miles away -- this 
volcano had a global impact on 
weather patterns. 

A closeup of Georges, as he collects samples of gas steaming 
out of a vent.

AERIAL SHOT OF THE ASH PLUME EMANATING FROM MONTSERRAT

An Image of the icecap in GREENLAND.

VOUGIOUKALAKIS (V.O.)
V-15: Far away, in Greenland, when 
the volcanic ash settled on the 
icecap, it left a fingerprint.

INT. DAY - USGS ICE CORE FACILITY 

A scientist removes a tubular case from a tall rack.

NARRATOR
N-28: Who would expect that an 
ancient Greek secret lay buried in 
a glacier? Scientists have drilled 
down 2 miles into the ice cap to 
recover ice cores that go back 
250,000 years.

A scientist saws an ice core on a special saw.

Close-up of a printout, as a hand writes information on it.

NARRATOR 
N-29: Each stripe represents a 
summer and winter. The unmistakable 
“fingerprint” of the Santorini 
eruption ... 

Close-up shot -- two scientists studying an ice core.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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NARRATOR 
... tells scientists exactly what 
year the volcano blew -- 1646 B.C. - 
a century earlier than the 
historians had previously thought. 

The sailboat leaves the volcanic island of Nea Kameni, 
carrying Vougioukalakis, et al.

NARRATOR
N-31: The startling date of the 
eruption changed the timeline of 
Greek history. The date of the 
paintings proved that the islanders 
have wider contact with other 
cultures sooner than expected.  

A Dolly shot inside Doumas’ large workroom. A replica of the 
Flotilla wall painting is mounted on the wall behind Doumas. 
Dolly back to reveal Doumas explaining the importance of the 
painting found in 1971-72 and completely restored by 1975. 
The mural shows a circular island and several boats, each 
rowed by twenty sailors.

DOUMAS (SYNC)
We were surprised to find Mycenaean 
warriors wearing boar tusk helmets. 

NARRATOR
N-32: Boar tusk helmets were worn 
only by Mycenaeans -- Greek 
mainlanders considered enemies of 
the island cultures. Yet here they 
all are, side by side, on the same 
ship. Something that archaeologists 
are still coming to grips with. 

High Altitude Aerial looking down on the island of Santorini.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-34: Ships were vital to this 
island culture. One day an even 
greater Greek civilization would 
thrive on seapower. 

SUNSET OVER SANTORINI

FADE OUT               

FADE IN

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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TITLE CARD:

ATHENS

500 B.C.

THE GOLDEN AGE 

An ancient ship sails through a narrow passage.

NARRATOR 
N-35: A thousand years after the 
volcano buried Santorini, the 
Greeks sailed well beyond the 
Aegean Sea, encountering exotic new 
ideas which inspired them to 
reshape their view of the world. 

A WAVE CRASH, AN UNDERWATER WAVE CRASH, A FAST AERIAL 
SWIRLING AROUND AN ANCIENT SHIP.

A high altitude aerial of an ancient Greek ship near an 
island with chalky white cliffs.

NARRATOR
N-36: Philosophers and merchants 
travelled here to exchange both 
goods and ideas -- making Athens 
the hub of the first Information 
Age. 

Spectacular aerial scene approaching modern-day Athens.

NARRATOR
N-37: Here in Athens -- unlike 
Santorini -- historians and poets 
wrote down every detail of all the 
great events. Instead of digging 
through dirt, scholars dig through 
written texts, to find the secrets 
of the past.     

A tablet inscribed with Egyptian hieroglyphs

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-39: The earliest written 
languages were complicated. Only 
priests and scribes could master 
Egyptian, with its one thousand 
hieroglyphs. 

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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A tablet tracing inscribed with ancient Greek script. The 
camera then booms down to reveal Dr. Doumas translating the 
text into modern Greek.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
By radically simplifying the 
alphabet, the Greeks opened up 
written language to the ordinary 
citizen. What a powerful tool for 
the spread of democratic ideas.

Doumas turns out the light at his work-table.

FADE OUT

FADE IN.

Time lapse shot of Sounion -- begins at night, pre-dawn -- 
then booms over as the sun lights up the columns at dawn.

Crane shot at the Agora, showing the orderly row of columns 
at the restored central marketplace.

NARRATOR
N-38: Although free thinkers risked 
censorship and even death, the 
central marketplace in Athens was 
the site of heated debates. The 
most radical topic of debate was 
... democracy.

A solo silhouetted warrior stands watch by a bonfire, 
superimposed over a bas relief.

Close-up of a huge pot. As people in period dress file past, 
each drops a rock into the pot - some drop black rocks, some 
white.

NARRATOR
N-40: In 510 B.C., The citizens of 
Athens voted for the first time, 
signaling their choice with white 
or black stones. 

MALE VOTERS, SUPERIMPOSED OVER MARBLE STEPS.

NARRATOR
N-41: But this experiment in 
democracy had limits. Voting was 
open only to citizens -- male 
citizens. 
 Women and slaves could not vote.

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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TILT DOWN -- A statue of a woman in flowing robe, filmed at 
the Agora, in Athens. The head of the statue is missing. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-40: For nearly a century, Greece 
blazed like the sun at the 
intellectual center of the ancient 
world, embracing foreign ideas, and 
improving on them. 

A panel shot showing two images:

An Egyptian statue stands, with one foot forward, and

An early Greek kouros statue standing with one foot forward.

These two statues will be digitally repositioned and 
composited together, so they will be on-screen at the same 
time.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-41: Egyptian sculptors influenced 
the Greeks. The stylized figures 
from Egypt are reflected in early 
Greek statues that stand rigid, one 
foot forward.  

The discus thrower statue.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-42: But once the Greeks mastered 
the skill, they took it to another 
level and made it their own. 

Tilt down a marble bas relief of a female figure in a long 
robe.

Marble statue of a maiden.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
The sculptors could almost breathe 
life into marble and bronze, to 
capture the truth about how we 
move. 

A METAL WORKER hammers on the stone anvil. SPARKS FLY. 

The sparks are intercut with pickup shots of the Poseidon 
statue.

EXT. DAWN -- THEATER NEAR ATHENS 

FINAL: Feb. 01, 2006
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A TIME LAPSE WIDE SHOT OF THE THEATER AT EPIDAURUS, WHICH 
STANDS EMPTY. 

NARRATOR 
N-43: The stage play. Greek poets 
and playwrights invented the basic 
forms of comedy and tragedy. Now, 
there’s an innovation. 

Epidaurus - the outdoor theater is empty, at dawn. The sun 
rises  to reveal a huge theatre, capable of seating 
thousands. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-45: Hundreds of theaters were 
built all over the Greek world. 

Epidaurus - time lapse shot - the theater fills up with 
tourists, who scurry about like ants. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-46: The ancient Greeks grasped 
the true purpose of theater. It was 
not simply entertainment - theater 
was a central forum for debating 
ideas.

At another ancient amphitheater, ten costumed actors -- 
{modern-day actors portraying actors from 24 centuries ago} -- 
perform a humorous scene from Lysistrata. Women, and men in 
women’s clothing, perform a lively debate scene from play. 

NARRATOR
N-44: This is the great play 
Lysistrata. One of the first anti-
war comedies. Hey, I think that’s 
my cousin. 

The antiwar play continues.

TWO WARRIORS AROUND CAMPFIRE superimposed over a carved 
inscription on stone tablet. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-47: This culture celebrated both 
the poet, and the warrior.

A model of a trireme becomes super-imposed over the soldiers.
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DOUMAS (V.O.) 
D-48: The Greek navies relied on 
sleek ships, called triremes. 

DOUMAS (SYNC)
With three tiers of oars, stacked 
in three lines, one on top of each 
other...

Doumas stands at the beach, addressing some 10-young-
children. On a rock rests the model of a trireme.

DOUMAS (SYNC)
... the oarsmen had to function in 
perfect unison. In this way, they 
could reach a speed of 15 miles-an-
hour.

KID (o.s.)
But professor, what’s that?

DOUMAS (SYNC)
This is the ram. And as the ram was 
deep in the water, with that speed 
it could smash a hole in the enemy 
ship, and sink it. What do you 
think about that?

KIDS 
Oh no! (laughter)

A marble relief showing a Greek ship. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-49: To expand their empire, the 
Persians attacked Greece. 

Dawn. An eight man scull, shot in silhouette

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-50: The Athenian navy laid in 
wait at dawn, at the Straits of 
Salamis.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-51: In this narrow passage, the 
faster Greek ships had an 
advantage. 

Aerial shot -- an 8-men skull is rowed, a white hull shot 
against dark water. 
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DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-52: Though outnumbered, two to 
one, the more maneuverable Greek 
ships were able to ram the Persian 
ships and win a decisive victory.

Closer angle on racing scull
Other angles -- modern-day sculls with eight rowers. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-53: At Salamis, Greek seafaring 
skills preserved democracy. 

Aerial shot -- a scull races beneath us, on a dark ocean. 

FADE OUT

FADE IN

Tilt down from blue sky to the Parthenon, in the distance, 
bathed in golden light. 

A marble bust of Pericles.

NARRATOR 
N-46: The political leader of 
Athens, Pericles...

A wide shot of the Parthenon, golden in late afternoon light.

NARRATOR
N-47: ...envisioned a great temple 
on the Acropolis, the tall hill in 
central Athens. Hundreds of stone 
masons labored for 15 years. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-54: This temple was to honor 
Athena, goddess of wisdom. It was 
called, the Parthenon. 

Step-printed shot of a dancer, a woman in flowing white robe, 
dancing between the marble columns, holding a torch.

A bas relief of ATHENA, in a contemplative pose.

NARRATOR 
N-48: Of all the gods and 
goddesses, Athena was the most 
revered by the Athenians. She gave 
her name to the city, and -- it was 
thought -- her protection. 
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CG SEQUENCE --This one long continuous shot, which lasts 
three-and-a-half minutes, is the highlight of the movie. It 
begins with a Space Cam aerial of the Parthenon. As we move 
in on the building, the shot transforms seamlessly into a 
computerized depiction, wherein the Parthenon appears as a 
computer drawing. Later, that image morphs into a 
photorealistic aerial shot, a three-dimensional 
photorealistic building, complete with the paint that 
disappeared over 2000 years ago. The shot climaxes when the 
doors open and we enter a chamber housing the magnificent 
statue of Athena.

As the shot continues, the line drawing moves from the North 
side view and booms down to 8’ above ground, about 70 feet 
from the NE corner of the Parthenon. There the line-drawing 
dissolves in a perfect match to an actual IMAX 1570 scene 
which is dollying slowly to the left.

NARRATOR
N-49: Today, the words of Pericles 
seem prophetic, but not in the way 
he intended. 

PERICLES (V.O.)
You should fix your eyes every day 
on the greatness of Athens as she 
really is, and should fall in love 
with her. When you realize her 
greatness, then reflect that what 
made her great was men with a 
spirit of adventure, men who knew 
their duty, men who were ashamed to 
fall below a certain standard.

As the continuous camera move dollies left, we begin to 
notice changes to the Parthenon, as if it’s being magically 
transformed to the way it was 2500 years ago. First, the 
crane slowly fades away and disappears. Then, the modern-day 
people walk away and disappear from view.

NARRATOR 
N-50: The Parthenon once brimmed 
with life -- but today, broken 
columns lie scattered about. New 
software helps archaeologists piece 
together the puzzle, without 
physically moving around blocks of 
marble that weigh 10,000 pounds 
each. 

As the camera continues to move, the cracked, brown marble 
magically turns smooth and white. Then, bright colors slowly 
appear on its facade. 
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DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-56: This building was a 
revolutionary design. There isn’t a 
single straight line. Pillars swell 
and taper; floors curve. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-57: The Greeks had the genius to 
tailor this building to the human 
eye -- and the skill to build it. 

The camera approaches the columns 
at the front.

The camera approaches the front door.

The continuous camera (now a complete computer CGI image -- 
not live action) moves forward and through the front columns 
toward the Parthenon doorway; the door magically opens and we 
move inside to see the superb golden statue of Athena, over 
four stories tall. This is an amazing sight, overwhelming in 
its impact, and we feel as if we’ve gone back in time 2500 
years.

NARRATOR 
N-51: The crown jewel of the 
Parthenon was once a huge statue of 
the goddess, Athena. Forty-feet 
tall, this tower of ivory and gold 
cost even more than the building 
which housed it. 

As we view the computerized vision of Athena, golden and 
tall, the camera begins to lift up, and around to the back of 
Athena. When we’re looking over her shoulder to the floor and 
doorway to the East, Dr. Doumas and three assistants walk in, 
slowly, captivated by seeing the golden Athena. 

REVERSE ANGLE. The camera is behind Doumas and his team , as 
they look up at the statue.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-58: When the computer carried us 
back through time, I felt such a 
deep connection to my Greek 
ancestors. That wasn't my first 
leap back in time. 

DISSOLVE TO:
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The young Doumas looking through a book, as he dusts off his 
shard of pottery, beneath the canvas tent-awning which is on 
the dig site. 

Close-up of the ostrakon in Doumas’s hands, next to reference 
book. They finds a similar "ostrakon" in the reference book.

Wider Shot -- when Doumas calls over his young colleague, 
they discuss his remarkable find.  

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-59: That little piece of pottery 
I unearthed 50 years ago was a 
ballot used to vote against 
Pericles, the visionary builder of 
the Parthenon. I’ve never forgotten 
that moment. The name Pericles, 
scratched into a scrap of pottery, 
spelled trouble. {pause} Athens had 
over-spent her treasury. The 
Parthenon, once a symbol of glory, 
now stood for arrogance and 
extravagance.  

Slow tilt down, on a time lapse shot of the temple at 
Sounion, silhouetted against the blue sky, to a soft musical 
lament. 

A stone carving of warriors in action.

NARRATOR 
N-52: Athens overextended her 
armies in too many wars, too far 
afield. 

EXT. DAY - THE RUINS OF DELOS

A montage of aerial shots in perhaps the most photogenic and 
evocative archeological site in Greece -- Delos. The aerial 
camera slowly floats over the empty ruins of Delos, haunted 
by music and wind. Gently terraced walls of the old city, 
overgrown with wild flowers, step down to a blue harbor. 
Columns hold up nothing but sky. A mosaic design in a floor 
is fringed with grass. 

Delos -- Aerial # 1 -- We fly slowly up and away, backing 
away from the ruins in late afternoon light.

NARRATOR 
N-53: The long wars with Sparta 
left Athens too poor and too weak 
to keep her grasp on power. 
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Delos -- Superb angle where the vivid blue ocean is fringed 
with snow white foam, waves of change breaking on the rocky 
shores of the past. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-60: After nearly a century of 
innovation and supremacy, Athens’ 
hubris, her arrogance, was her 
downfall. 

Delos-- A very lengthy scene that flies across the 
amphitheater and across the ruins of many houses, before 
circling back over a mosaic floor, ringed with columns 
holding up nothing but sky. 

NARRATOR 
N-54: Here, on the abandoned island 
of Delos, you can almost hear the 
echoes of high-flying Athens, 
crashing to Earth. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-61: Even today, the fall of 
Athens sounds a note of caution. 

NARRATOR 
N-55: Delos was the treasury for 
Athens-- a center of wealth, alive 
with laughter and music. 
And if you listen, you can hear it 
on the wind. 

TIME LAPSE OF SOUNION                     

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-62: Civilizations can simply 
crumble. Volcanos can bury them. 
They can collapse under the weight 
of their own pride and ambition. 
When civilizations fall from a 
great height, they shatter. But 
centuries later, those glorious 
fragments still enrich our lives.

We run the shot in reverse, so it starts in daylight and 
turns to ominous night, as dark clouds boil and swirl around 
the solid columns of gray stone.  

FADE OUT

FADE IN.
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AERIAL OF AN ANCIENT GREEK SHIP.

NARRATOR
N-56: Over 3000 years ago, Greeks 
took to the sea in ships, seeking 
wealth and power. But the most 
vital cargo they brought back was 
knowledge and new ideas.

Spectacular aerial of a modern boat zooming through a tiny 
hole in a huge cliff.

NARRATOR
N-57: On the island of Santorini, 
Dr. Doumas continues his detective 
work.

Setting sunlight twinkles across blue domes, which crown 
white buildings. The camera booms down to reveal a terrace, 
precariously perched on the vertical caldera above the sea in 
West Thera. There, Doumas, Georges, Irene and Fragoula are 
talking enthusiastically about their work. 

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-63: The ancient Greeks were so 
very passionate in their quest for 
truth and it is this passion that 
inspires me. It is because I am 
Greek. {Laughter}

CLOSE-UP of a wall painting from Akrotiri, one that is being 
repaired. The protective plastic sleeve is rolled away.

DOUMAS (V.O.)
D-64: People from the past speak to 
us, provided that we’re ready to 
listen. 

On a street at the caldera of the volcano, Doumas, Georges 
and Irene stand and discuss a map of the site.

NARRATOR 
N-58: Dr. Doumas’ team reassembles 
a lost world. The volcano that 
destroyed a Bronze Age culture also 
preserved its secrets.  

Overhead shot of Dr. Doumas, Georges, and Irene talking. The 
action continues from the previous shot. The camera leaves 
our three characters and booms out toward the caldera.
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NARRATOR
N-59: In many ways, the advanced 
civilization on Santorini 
foreshadowed the Golden Age of 
Greece.

TILT DOWN ANOTHER BAS RELIEF CARVING OF AN ATHLETE

NARRATOR
N-60: The passionate creativity of 
the Golden Age illuminated every 
facet of life, ...

NARRATOR
N-61: ... from philosophy and art -- 
... 

OLYMPIC CHAMPION DAIN BLAINTON, athlete wearing the Olympic 
victory wreath.

NARRATOR
N-62: ... to the Olympic spirit 
that still burns bright.

PHIDIPPEDES RUNS -- aerial shot                Dissolve to:

ATHLETE RUNS TODAY

WIDE SHOT STADIUM -- WITH RUNNERS

A PAINTING OF GREEK RUNNERS, FROM A PAINTED VASE.

An ancient tablet with writing. 

Declaration of Independence, featuring the words “WE THE 
PEOPLE”. 

NARRATOR
N-63: No other civilization has so 
profoundly shaped who we are and 
how we live. 

DX OF MEN RAISING HANDS (Ghost-like) A “lab C-roll super”.

NARRATOR 
N-64: My Greek ancestors taught us 
to govern ourselves with 
moderation... 

Ancient Greek medicine leads to a brain scan (MFF STOCK FTG}
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NARRATOR 
N-65: ... heal ourselves through 
the use of logic ... 

Greek art, visually echoed by modern art.

Venus de Milo, the old statue

A modern painting that reflects the spirit of Venus de Milo

NARRATOR 
N-66: ... and express ourselves, 
our inner soul, through art. 

AERIAL -- ANCIENT SHIP

A time lapse scene of the Caryotids on the Acropolis, with 
clouds streaming past. 

NARRATOR
N-68: The world has never seen 
anything quite like the 
transformation of ancient Greece, 
where an enlightened society based 
on equality redefined what it means 
to be human. 

NARRATOR
N-69: So mighty was that one great 
burst of light, that its afterglow 
still lights the world.

SOUNION SUNSET -- a classic image.
 

END CREDITS (A LIGHT-HEARTED TRIBUTE TO ANCIENT GREECE)

The end credits are interspersed with images of human figures 
made up to look like statues from the Parthenon and 
Erycthium. These “statues” wave and dance and do other things 
which are “out of character”, to signify that the show is 
over (and so is the film). Finally, they walk off stage, to 
light applause. 
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